
P H O T O
CHALLENGE

high tech iPad and smartphone city quest



Google Yandexor  maps usage
Easy interface 

The game can be made in any language

Best places:  St.Petersburg historical center
Peterhof Lower Park Kronstadt

 Vyborg

At least  with internet access per team , preferably two or three.
Not necessary to have access to the game by all players.

one smartphone or tablet is required

If necessary, gadgets can be provided by the organizers.

Best from in a team4 to 10 players 
Any number of teams

any other location in any country



Players get access to the  and list of photo tasks. The game uses all the 
of the location: monuments, viewing spots, 

museums, historical buildings and so on.

To confirm the photo-task, the team takes the , which immediately 
becomes visible to the organizers and becomes available for viewing to all players after 
the game ends.

map of locations
most interesting and impressive places 

original photo

All the most interesting objects
and sights

Interesting photo tasks

Fun and Excitement

Tasks for teamwork and
communication 



The game may include  tasks:special

and much more

Secret task - the location of which is unknown 
and can be opened only if the team is nearby

Agent task - the team needs to find an agent 
moving around the location

Speed tasks - only ten minutes to 
complete task

Corporate tasks - related to the specifics of the 
company



Honest results
During the game, the teams see score online 

and receive information and help messages from the organizers. 

After the game is finished, becomes visible score of all teams and all loaded photos of all teams.

Game duration is set before the start, the recommended is from 2 to 4 hours.



tbclub.ru
info@tbclub.ru
+7 (812) 361 5655
+7 (812) 956 0885

14 years of experience.
About 1000 completed projects.
Only events that works.




